
HOW URBAN LEGENDS WORK

Urban legends persist regardless of whether they are true or not. Read popular urban legends and learn why urban
legends are culturally relevant.

To many, a legend must be a story, with characters and some sort of plot. For example, media outlets and
providers of internet-related services can use international fact checking networks. Constant rates â€”
implying exponential decay â€” are the simplest decrements to include in differential equations, so they are
attractive provided there is good realism in their use. There are two types of immunity to rumors. It is an
inherent feature of news reporting and precedes social media. Before discussing the model specifics, I review
briefly the affinity between epidemic models and rumor diffusion models. The first strand concentrates on the
mathematics of epidemics, and seeks analytical solutions. Legends need to make cultural sense Urban legends
are also good indicators of what's going on in current society, said Koven, who is part of the International
Society for Contemporary Legend Research ISCLR and is editor of its peer-reviewed journal, Contemporary
Legend. This is a macrophenomeon, because individuals eventually cease to believe the rumor, but are
replaced by new recruits. More intriguing, however, is the idea that it instead reflects a deeper change in the
way that we craft folk tales thanks to the internet. News of the Vegas "organ harvesters" has been passed on by
thousands and thousands of people over the course of 10 years. The first age-structured epidemic model, of a
hypothetical disease, was by Hoppensteadt , and the more applied strand of the modeling literature has been
strongly influenced by this work, particularly because age is a key factor in vaccine-preventable diseases.
From the perspective of believers, myths act as proof and reinforce existing beliefs. The results show that
rumors may become entrenched very quickly and persist for a long time, even when skeptics are modeled to
take an active role in trying to convince others that the rumor is false. Cases in Colorado, Florida, and Virginia
have also been reported. Urban legends aren't easily verifiable, by nature. The film Urban Legend featured
students discussing popular urban legends while at the same time falling victim to them. In October , a couple
reported seeing a man dressed in a white suit and wearing bunny ears who began yelling at them that they
were on private property. Exposure to inaccuracies can have major implications, such as influencing how we
remember things as a group. Fire at library occurred one week later. Measles has a latent i. Although
rumor-spreading can be abetted by technology, the essence of rumors is person-to-person contact. In , the
embalmed corpse of McCurdy became a grim sideshow attraction throughout Texas, with people eager to see
the famed criminal on display in funeral parlors and carnivals. At some point, the man blacked out, and when
he came to, he found himself lying in a hotel bathtub, covered in ice. Skeptics hurt their own cause. While the
internet has made dissemination of them easier, humans have been goading one another with spooky
anecdotes for centuries. This replacement of former believers by new ones is an aspect of all the models, but
the approach to stability is quicker, and involves smaller chance of extinction, in the model where skeptics
actively try to counter the rumor, as opposed to the model where interest is naturally lost by believers. Follow
BBC Future. In some cases, the people in the stories have a basis in reality; in other cases, they are completely
fictitious. It is only when the bill comes, minus the cost of the meat, that she realises she has eaten her beloved
pet. Deformities cited as film defects by officials. Like folktales, tall tales are passed down through oral
tradition. Urban legends "need to make cultural sense," he said, noting that some stick around for decades
while others fizzle out depending on their relevance to the modern social order.


